
PR/1B and PE/2
CONTROL

FOOT PEDALS
MOD. PR / PE

PR/1B and PE/2 foot pedals comply
with all requirements concerning use
in lift trucks and electric vehicles thanks
to their compact size, simple assem-
bling and electric connection through
connector.

Externally made of aluminium pro-
file foot pedals guarantee high efficien-
cy and long life, even when used in
environments with a high degree of hu-
midity and subjected to continuous cli-
mate changes.

The precision assembly carried out
on ground shaft guarantees the lowest
mechanical wear and the absence of
clearances.

Running and by-pass consents
through cam controlled microswitches
and speed regulation through 5 Kohm
potentiometer make foot pedals a re-
liable and strong product.

Foot pedals can be supplied with a
bored lever to be used as actuators of
systems already present on the machine.

PE/2 foot pedal is equipped with two
pedals while PR/1B has one left or right
side pedal according to the application
requirements and must be applied to-
gether with a running direction selector
fitted on the panel or on the steering
wheel.

PR/1B production range

PR/1B - Running and by-pass con-
sents.

PR/1BR - As in PR/1B, with braking
at running pedal release. Special mo-
del to be use with PULSAR R con-
troller.

PE/2 production range

PE/2 - Forward, reverse and second
speed consents.

PE/2R - As in PE/2, with braking
at running pedal release. Special mo-
del to be use with PULSAR R con-
troller.
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          PEDAL DIMENSIONS

“PE/2”

 *   n°4 holes Ø5,5 for fastening
N.B. All dimensions are in mm.

 *   n°4 holes Ø5,5 for fastening
N.B. All dimensions are in mm.

“PR/1B”
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